the original frills. They called them "Gibber Italicus", and "Padovano". The Gibber Italicus is a modified version of the Southern frill, with its hunch back look, but smaller in size.

Padovano takes its name from the town of Padova. Conformation is similar to the Northern frill with added crest and semi-upright position.

The southern frill is a cross with the Belgian canary, and is where the southern frill gets its hunch back.

It was in 1885 that the first standard for Parisian Frill was established by SOCIETE SERINOPHILE "LA PARISIENNE".

Parisian frill is the largest and in my opinion the most beautiful. The minimum standard length of the Parisian frill is seven and one half inches.

---

**Fledgling's Corner**

*by Judy Jennings*

**A Bird (Nature) Lover's Terrarium**

This project provides an artistic knack that anyone can create.

**Purchase**

A photo cube (preferably without letters on borders).

**Search Out**

Packing raffia, or anything similar that weaves together like nesting material (starting with green grasses, children can build wonderfully authentic looking nests).

Dried plants, flowers, etc. Anything goes (if you're desperate, florists offer these items for a price).

Small eggs to fit into the "mini-nest" (infertile Zebra Finch eggs work great!)

(Optional) To give color to the display, add a butterfly or realistic looking bird, perched on the dried plants or side of the nest.

Assemble, adding your own creative touch. Then glue and seal up the cube, so no one else can touch it and the display remains dust free.

A lovely gift for any friend of nature.

---

**FRANK'S FEEDER**

*by Frank Miser*

This month I will answer a number of reader questions regarding the shipping of birds by air freight. If these simple steps are followed, the birds will arrive in perfect condition.

The first, and most important step, is to pick out good healthy birds.

Secondly, the shipping boxes must be designed for the type and number of birds to be shipped. Cardboard boxes should be constructed of 225 PSI test strength material. For winter shipping, the front only should be 1/4" hardware cloth, while for summer shipping, both front and back should be 1/4" hardware cloth. Each box or compartment should contain a perch and a non-spillable water container. A 10" wide x 8" long x 8" high box is suitable for 1 to 10 budgies. A 27" wide x 13" long x 9" deep box, with center divider, is suitable for up to 50 budgies.

Third, an adequate supply of food and moisture must be provided. Spread a weekly supply of seed on the box floor. Fill the water container, and for extra protection in case of misrouting or delayed pick up, place pieces of celery, apple, and orange on the box floor. These items will provide an additional moisture source.

Fourth, the boxes must be properly labeled. Label the top and the sides of the box, "LIVE BIRDS". Label the top, "TOP". The name, address, and most important, the phone number of the consignee should be on the top of the box, as well as two sides.

Fifth, the birds must be properly handled to and from the airport. They must be transported in a heated vehicle during the winter and a cooled vehicle during the summer. Never use a delivery service. I also always request the consignee to pick up the birds at the airport.

Sixth, shipping time and shipper are important. I ship birds at night. Thus, they fly at night and are picked up in the morning. I always ship early in the week, never past Thursday, to avoid weekend layovers. Check with various airlines to determine best schedules, service, and air freight "break out" time. If more than one airline is involved, I recommend REA air express.

Remember, if the birds are in good condition, then packed and shipped correctly, you will have no problems. Most problems are caused by the SHIPPER, not the airlines.

---

**C. D. Noble Co.**

NEOPHEMAS
- Bourkes, Elegant
- Turquoiseines
- Scarlet

COCKATIELS
- Albino, Pied, Normal
- Young Breeder Stock

CHUCK AND JEANNE NOBLE
(714) 646-2815

---

**newport pet shop**

Featuring a Complete Line of the Finest Pet Supplies.

DOG BIRDS GROOMING
TROPICAL FISH

STORE HOURS
9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., Mon. thru Sat.
(714) 223-0662
4896 Newport Ave.
Ocean Beach, Ca. 92107